NEXTDC’S
APPROACH TO

SAFETY
OUR
NUMBER 1
PRIORITY

SAFETY
FIRST,
ALWAYS
At NEXTDC, we view safety as more than a standard or an obligation.
We place great emphasis on creating and maintaining a culture where
the health and safety of our people, and everyone who visits any
NEXTDC location, comes first.

Safety at NEXTDC is more than a word,
it’s something we do every day.
With all the change surrounding the important role that data centres play
in business and society, comes the need for a shift in thinking, a culture
shift in adopting safety excellence as another imperative to maximising
business uptime and reducing operational risk.
Ensuring safety is top-of-mind is mandatory. Our goal is to encourage
everyone to start their days thinking about safety first, and ending the
day in the same condition, if not better, than when they arrived to site.
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Targeting zero injuries
The health and safety of our customers, suppliers and team are
of the highest priority. We foster a culture of active
management, placing safety at the centre of everything we do.
Promoting a safety-first culture where everyone is encouraged
to speak up, and continuously improving our WHS processes is
a proud cultural cornerstone, and the key to us successfully
maintaining the health and safety of everyone in our care.

Safety is a priority, not an agenda item
At NEXTDC, every conversation starts with safety. It’s less
about pushing it up the agenda stack and more about changing
the perspective that in every situation, ensuring everyone’s
health and safety is the priority. Alignment in values and the
prioritisation around safety always comes first.
1) I n our supply chain, rather than leading with price and
capability, we start with safety. We ask that our suppliers
demonstrate to us their safety culture before we agree to
move forward.
2) We place immense focus on driving clearer reporting and
making the content digestible so people can connect what
they hear to what they see.
3) C hanging the mindset from reacting to incidents to
preventing them from happening in the first place, and then
learning from both.
Ensuring safety is top-of-mind is key and having more sets of
eyes helping us through the journey every day Gathering a lot
more data about near misses and potential hazards allows us to
identify common trends across all sites so we can proactively
manage hazards before near misses become actual injuries.

Safety certifications
Fundamentally, compliance with global best practice is a
minimum standard for NEXTDC.
We have achieved ISO 45001 (Health and Safety) certification,
which recognises our safety culture. Expectations are set and
enforced from the top of the organisation, and that front line
staff are empowered and equipped to appropriately manage the
health and safety of our customers, contractors, and visitors.

ISO 14001 (Environment and Sustainability) can be integrated
with ISO 45001. Having minimal overlap on these systems
ensures that we create real, continued efficiencies and better
performance at a local level as the business continues to scale.

Safety best practise
We often refer to the three-legged stool analogy; in order to
have effective safety outcomes you must have safe
environments, safe people, and safe systems or else it will all
fall over.
Our ‘safe environment’ spans the entire lifecycle of a data
centre, from design through construction and on to operations.
We have rigorous best practices instilled at the heart of our
business that are constantly evolving to improve safety and
operational conditions.
We learn from each of our facilities, both operational and those
under construction, where every incident, near miss or hazard
is investigated with root cause findings incorporated into
lessons learned across the full fleet of data centres. These
lessons are also reviewed and considered when designing our
future data centres to ensure we are building the safest
possible facilities.
’Safe people’ refers to how we provide leadership and
education to always be risk aware. Safety is the first agenda
item of every meeting, reinforcing our commitment to safety on
site as a priority.
‘Safe systems’ refers to having the right processes and risk
assessment tools in place plus a cadence for assurance
auditing, reporting, training, compliance checks etc.
Those three elements work harmoniously together to create a
great safety culture, but it is a continually moving benchmark.
Continuous improvement is a crucial element of safety
improvement, and NEXTDC are committed to learning from
previous occurrences to ensure safer future projects and
operations.
Continuous improvement doesn’t stop at just our buildings. We
are regularly sharing and listening to other data centre
operators, our customers, and contractors to learn from each
other and support the elevation of safety across our industry.

We believe it’s critical to set big goals up front, and cascade
down to team targets. We closely look at how ISO compliance
can be streamlined so that ISO 9001 (for Quality Assurance) and

We also look closely at our supply chains to ensure they place
equal emphasis on safety. Safety is an end-to-end process, and
that methodical approach needs to be broadened across the
entire supply chain to ensure effective application at a facility
level. This assists everybody in striving for a safer workplace
and community.
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Office, facility, and construction safety
The approach to safety is the same across all areas of
NEXTDC’s business.
Our main objective is educating our teams so they’re aware of
potential hazards and what controls we need to have in place.
In the office it might be mental health, psychosocial, slips and
trips or, ergonomics etc. Our facilities are full of industrial-scale
equipment, electrical systems and manage a lot of
telecommunication infrastructure, therefore vigilance is needed
in how they are managed. Our sites are subject to regular
assurance auditing assessments, both by internal audit
functions and external third-party experts. Additionally, to
standard practices such as emergency response drills,
maintenance schedules, regular facility inspections and other
assurance activities. All activities are completed and then
audited to ensure NEXTDC is providing the safest facilities
possible.
Construction and project sites present different kinds of safety
hazards, but the approach to safety has a common philosophy;
proactive hazard awareness, led by data and a safety-first
conversation. NEXTDC carefully tender and engage safety
conscious Principal Contractors who are well equipped to
manage the unique safety environment presented by such
large, complex building designs.
Across all three of these business areas education is critical.
We invest heavily in providing the necessary tools and training
to create a culture that empowers everyone to lead with ‘safety
first’ conversations, and put the safety of our staff, customers
and contractors first.
The safety first environment includes stopping works where
necessary to ensure safe outcomes.

‘Pursuit of Excellence’ translated into safety
Our overall goal is embedding safety into all processes, so it
integrates into our daily lives as a business-as-usual flow.
NEXTDC’s National Operations Excellence program is an
internal capability framework used to understand what our best
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operating practices are, and then ensuring we have training and
measures in place to achieve them. The NOE program operates
with safety embedded at its core, providing the second line of
defence in assurance auditing.
Our ongoing aim is to increase organisational awareness of
safety and ensuring that we are taking every opportunity to
capture data and learnings from events when they occur. We
have a national footprint with an interconnected national team
that works and thinks together. This culture of pursuing
excellence creates a strong lever in support of continuously
raising the health and safety bar, sharing learnings and
opportunities across all sites.
The journey is well underway and there are some great
initiatives in play. Our next step is continuing to broaden the
focus up and down our supply chain. It’s about looking across
our operations and our procurement/engagement practices to
understand how safety can be further entrenched in everything
that we do, even through to the customer experience.

Aligning policies and procedures with partners
It starts with the tender process and early supplier
engagement. We work closely with principal contractors from
the beginning, seeking evidence of their safety performance
over the previous five years, including reviewing safety records
from contracts of similar size and scope, and performing
reference checks. We also look at their existing policies and
procedures to get a feel for their safety culture, understanding
what proactive steps the organisation takes to encourage
reporting and how they are learning from their incidents. We
take the safety of people seriously, and we want to work with
Principal Contractors and suppliers who place equal value on
that passion.
The bottom line is, we don’t go past step one unless we are
100% sure their safety posture is aligned to ours. There is no
point discussing dollars, materials, and schedules until we are
confident they have the culture, processes, procedures and
performance that demonstrates proactive management and
continual safety improvement.

HOW COVID-19
CHANGED SAFETY
AT NEXTDC
The business quickly established a raft of best working
practices that enabled us to take a staged approach to
implementing a national standard. We have cleaning experts
which were consulted to enable higher standards of proactive
cleaning on a daily basis and to provide response readiness if a
confirmed infection in any of our facilities was identified.
COVID is highly infectious and dangerous, so we place a high
priority on protecting our teams, customers, and contractors
from catching it. This includes support for the mental health
challenges these circumstances represent, with a strong
emphasis on task management and ensuring there is a process
for those that need assistance at these times.
Our ‘Scaling-Up’ methodology has put us in good stead with the
daily huddles and weekly check-in meeting rhythm helping our
people connect, support each other, and maintain focus.
The need for digital infrastructure accelerated through COVID as
businesses worldwide transitioned to remote working
arrangements. This was a time where our infrastructure was
relied on more than ever. At a construction level, our Principal
Contractors working within the COVID safe protocols for
reduced workers on site, transitioned to an increased use of
prefabricated materials and scheduling of shifts to ensure as
many people as possible could remain employed.
Within this complex and difficult working environment there
were safety gains, less people on a site at one time reduced
congestions and allowed our local management teams the
ability to have deeper engagement with the workers. Naturally
there were areas of increased safety concern and management
obligations, however the careful selection and engagement of
capable Principal Contractors ensured efficient and effective
management of these.
Safety concerns around the pandemic have seen great changes
and initiatives made around how we not only keep our people
safe, but also around tracking activity on the site and that
creates significant opportunities to improve productivity and
safety moving forward.
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Maintaining safety during construction
Construction sites are dynamic, and the risks change every day,
with every new stage of the project. We place great emphasis
on daily site walks by our project management team and use
third party safety specialists to continually assess each site
regularly.
Ensuring the cadence and rhythms of safety vigilance are
adhered to is paramount, so that real-time proactive site safety
becomes innate. Training, communication, and awareness is key
to that.
Best practice site safety starts with good housekeeping –
making sure the site is tidy and orderly. Reducing clutter
reduces the opportunity for injury.
If we set a high bar, it ensures that people are always vigilant
And we can have a real impact on the safety of our industry and
that of our suppliers. NEXTDC operate strict oversight of our
construction sites with regular meetings to review site safety
performance, regular reporting requirements and high-risk
activity forecasting.

People first, always
It’s the people that make our business great. Our culture
embodies an unerring focus on excellence, collaborative team
unity and innovation. With an innate passion to help people;
we’re always looking for ways to improve and being 100%
focused on achieving our goal of zero injuries across the
business.
Workplace health and safety (WHS) is something every
business is obligated to comply with; however with the
worrying amount of workplace injuries and deaths that occur
each year, we see WHS and people as a moral priority, and less
of a legislated obligation.
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Operating 24/7/365, data centres are not your typical
workplace. They’re full of high voltage electrical loads, fuel
storage and handling, UPS battery charging, chemical exposure,
noise, heat, not to mention working at heights risks. In a much
higher risk environment than a typical workplace, we need to
ensure our staff are well placed not only to conduct their
technical tasks but are equipped to respond to emergency
situations, support contractors working on site and be able to
undertake safety based assessments and actions as required.
We’re proud of our staff not only for the preventative actions
they take to report and rectify hazards, but the openness and
honesty following a near miss or event that enables us to learn
from our mistakes and make genuine, effective change across
our sites nationally.

Safety is everyone’s responsibility
We strongly believe in the concept that safety is everyone’s
responsibility.
In our business, it’s a two-pronged concept: we educate and
empower every single person entering a NEXTDC facility to not
only act in a safe manner themselves, but act as an advocate
for others by looking out for the safety of their work colleagues
and reporting any incidents, near misses or hazards they
encounter. It’s for this reason we make a point to encourage
every person entering our facilities to contribute to where they
think safety could be improved. This is a critical part of our
continuous improvement strategy upon which sees us
continually strengthen our approach to safety.
Every resolution to an identified hazard is applied across our
entire footprint. In addition, we take the lessons learnt from
existing facilities as well as opportunities for improvement
identified by our customers and suppliers and incorporate them
into the design and engineering of the next generation of
facilities built, to further enhance the safety of our staff and
customers.

Enhanced focus on safety and wellbeing
It’s the people that make a real difference to business,
therefore we place considerable emphasis on maintaining a
safety-first culture. Extreme scenarios such as COVID-19
provide us an opportunity to explore new ways of doing things
right across the business, that would further elevate the health
and happiness of our customers, suppliers, and our own team.
In response to COVID-19, we’ve implemented strategies to
enhance our workplace safety management across both our
operational and capital works portfolios. We continuously
review and improve our systems and work closely with our
stakeholders, including customers and suppliers, to align
ourselves with industry best practice, to ensure we achieve our
goal of zero injuries.

Ladders Last
NEXTDC eliminate risks where we can.
The latest workers compensation statistics released in 2021
for the 2018-2019 period show that there were 6,710 serious
claims relating to falling from height. We have always been
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proactive in identifying and managing working at heights as a
key risk, but in listening to one of our global customers (whom
suffered a fatality in another country as a result of a ladder fall)
we introduced enhanced safety protocols that would further
complement our safe working at heights policy.
Whenever there is a need to use a ladder, it poses the
questions.
a) Can we move the system trying to be accessed lower to the
ground?
b) Can we redesign the system in the next facility to be lower
to the ground?
c) What measures can we do to make this more accessible in a
safe way?
Ladders should be the last choice for working at heights, and
our Ladders Last policy ensures we reduce the use wherever
possible, in favour of height aids. This isn’t just an ask of our
staff on site, but extended to our contractors and customers,
and is raised as a Safety in Design point when designed new
facilities. If a ladder is the safest or only option, then it should
be a platform variety unless an A-frame is the only option, from
which there are additional requirements.

where the cloud lives™
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